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ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS OF THE COEFFICIENTS 

IN ASYMPTOTIC SERIES SOLUTIONS 

OF LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

F. W. J. Olver 

ABSTRACT. In the neighborhood of an irregular singularity of rank one at infinity, 
a differential equation of the form 

d2w      „, x dw       , N 

has well-known asymptotic solutions of the form 
oo oo 

n=0 n—Q 

in which Ai, A2, Ml? anci ^2 are constants. It is proved that for large n, the coef- 
ficients an,i, and an>2 can be expanded in asymptotic series of inverse factorials 
with explicit coefficients. 

1. Introduction 

It is well known that the Gamma function has an asymptotic expansion of the form 

r(„)~^n-^)e-{l + ^ + ^ + ...} (1.1) 
as ri —► 00 in the sector | phn| < TT — 8, where 8 is an arbitrary positive constant. Now 
suppose that a and b are fixed (or bounded) real or complex parameters. Then from 
(1.1) it follows that 

r(n + a)T{n + b)        z^- „+a+6_(3/2) _„ ^ «. ^:nn+a+6-(3/2)e-n ^ ^ (1.2) 
r(n + l) f^nJ 

in the same circumstances, where UQ = 1 and higher coefficients are polynomials in a 
and b. It is not difficult to find explicit expressions for the first few7 for example, 

Ul=]-(a2 + b2-a-b) + —, 

U2 =^{3(a2 + b2)2 - 2(5a3 -f 3a2b + Sab2 + bb3) 

+ 2(5a2 + Sab + 562) - 3(a + b)} + 
1 
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but a general formula for Uj is unavailable. 
In consequence of Stirling's formula, the expansion (1.2) can be rearranged as a 

series of inverse factorials: 

r(n + a)T(n + b)     ^ m 

again valid when n -> oo in | phn| < TT - 6. The interesting feature of this rearrange- 
ment is that in contrast to (1.2), the coefficients enjoy a simple general form given 
by 

t^Hi*1-0^1-6*'. (1.4) 

Here we have employed Pochhammer's notation for ascending factorials, given by 
(^)o = 1 and 

(z),=2:(z + l)(z + 2)...(z + j-l),    j>l. 

The results (1.3) and (1.4) are stated without proof by R. B. Dingle on p. 15 (and 
elsewhere) in [2]. 

An elegant proof of (1.4) has been supplied recently by R. B. Paris in the Appendix 
of [9]. Paris' proof is based on the identity 

r(n + a)T(n.+ b) r_        ,  ..   „ ,_ _ ^ , _     _ ^x V J  K ,        ={l-x(w)}2iJi(l-a,l-6;2-a-6-n;l),   (1.5) 
r(n + l)r(n + a + b - 1) 

in which 

x(n) = sin(7ra) sin(7r6) cosec(7r7i + Tra) cosec(7rn + irb). 

This result is valid when neither n 4- a nor n + 6 is a nonpositive integer. If we 
let |Imn| —> oo with Ren fixed, then x(n) becomes exponentially small and can be 
neglected. The coefficients in the required asymptotic expansion are then obtainable 
from the power-series expansion for the hypergeometric function in (1.5).1 

Paris needed the expansion (1.3) in the construction of exponentially-improved 
asymptotic expansions for the confluent hypergeometric function U(a, a—6+1, z), with 
large |z|, via Mellin-Barnes integral representations. It was also needed by the present 
writer [7] in solving the same problem via the confluent hypergeometric differential 
equation. 

The first purpose of the present paper is to supply an alternative, and quite simple, 
proof of (1.4). This proof serves as a preliminary for the main problem considered in 
the paper: the asymptotic nature of the coefficients in asymptotic series solutions of 
second-order linear differential equations in the neighborhood of an irregular singular- 
ity of unit rank. It transpires that the same method of proof yields some elegant, and 
apparently new, results for this more general problem. 

1 Another proof of (1.3) and (1.4) will be found in [8]. This proof is based on contour integration. 
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2. The Gamma-function ratio 

Let n be a nonnegative integer, and for n > — Re a and n > — Re b define 

_T(n + a)T(n + b) 

nl 

Then an satisfies the recurrence relation 

nan = [n + a - l)(n + b — l)an_i. (2.2) 

Motivated by (1.3), we substitute the following generalized asymptotic expansions into 
this relation 

an ~ ^ VjT{n + a + b- j -I), 

(2.3) CO 

an-.i ~^VjT(n + a + b- j -2). 
3=0 

We seek to determine the unknown coefficients Vj. As a preliminary, we rearrange the 
coefficients in (2.2) as linear combinations of descending factorials; thus 

n = (n + a + b - j - 1) 4- (j + 1 - a - 6), 

and 
(n + a- l)(n + b-l) =(n + a + b-j- l)(n + a + b - j - 2) 

+ (2jf + 1 - a - 6)(n 4- a + b - j - 2) 

+ (j + l-a)(j + l-&). 

On substituting (2.3) into (2.2), we derive 

oo oo 

Y^ vj^(n + a + b-j) + Y^U + 1 - a - b)vjr(n + a + 6 - 7 - 1) 
i=o j=o 

00 00 

~ Y, v3r(n + a + & - J") + Xl^2-7 + 1 ~ a ~ fyvjTi71 + a + 6 - 7 - 1) 
i=o j=o 

00 

+ 53(j + 1 - a)(j + 1 - bJ^TCn + a + 6 - j - 2). 

Upon reduction, this asymptotic identity becomes 

00 00 

]r^r(7i + a + 6-i-l)-- ^(j - a)(3 - fyvj-tfin + a + b - j - 1), 
3=1 3=1 

and, equating coefficients, we find that 

V-aW-b) 
J 

For the first coefficient we have, from (2.1) and (2.3), 

..       r(n + a)r(n +6) 
^o = lim —7^7 —— TT = 1. 

n-KX) n\ 1(71 + a + b — 1) 
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The required result (1.4) follows immediately.2 

3. Linear differential equations 

The asymptotic theory of the general homogeneous linear differential equation of the 
second order with an irregular singularity of rank one is given in [6], Chapter 7. 
Without loss of generality we may suppose the singularity is at infinity. The main 
features of the theory are as follows. The differential equation has the form 

d2w      r, .dw       , x ■ ,_.,,. 
^+/«:*+*(*)» = o, (3-i) 

in which the functions f(z) and g(z) can be expanded in power series 

5 = 0 s = 0 

that converge in a neighborhood of z = oo. Furthermore, not all of the coefficients /o, 
po, and gi vanish (otherwise, infinity would be a regular singularity). We may also 
suppose, without loss of generality, that 

/o2 ^ ^o; (3.3) 

cf. [6], Chapter 7, §1.3. Let Ai and A2 be the roots of the characteristic equation 

A2+/oA + (7o = 0. (3.4) 

In consequence of (3.3), we have Ai ^ A2. Also define 

fiM+gi               fiM+Qi /„ -, 
Mi = -r r—,    M2 = -r 5—. (3.5) 

A2 — Ai Al — A2 

Then (3.1) has unique solutions wi(z) and W2(z) such that 

00 

71=0 

as z -» 00 in the sector | ph(A2 - Ai)^| < |7r - 6, and 

00 

^W-e^-^-AiKT^^ (3.7) 
„   z 

n=0 

as z -> 00 in the sector -^TT + 8 < ph(A2 - Ai)z < |7r - ^. Here (5 again denotes an 
arbitrary positive constant, and the coefficients are given by ao,i = ao,2 = 1 and, for 
n> 1, 

(Ai - A2)nan,i =(n - /ii)(n - 1 - M^an-i,! 
n 

+ 52{Ai/a+i +^5+i - (^-5-/zi)/s}an_s,i, 
s=l (3.8) 

2It is only the formula for Vj that is at issue. By restricting n to be a nonnegative integer in the 
present section, we do not impair the overall region of validity | phn| < TT — S of (1.3). 
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(A2 - Ai)nan,2 =(n - ^(n - 1 - ^2)^-1,2 
n 

+ ^i^2^1 + 98+1 -(n- S- fM2)fs}an-sy2- 
5 = 1 (3.9) 

The main objective of this paper is to derive asymptotic expansions for anji and 
&n,2 as n —> 00. This type of problem has been studied before. Indeed, the asymptotic 
forms of the coefficients in formal series solutions of more general differential equations 
are well known; see [1], [3], [4], [10] and [11]. In the case of (3.1) itself, it is known 
how to construct asymptotic expansions for an,i and any2 in descending powers of n. 
However, the determination of the coefficients of the successive powers is cumbersome 
and no general formula is available. We shall show that by employing inverse factorial 
series instead, the coefficients can be expressed in simple explicit forms. It should 
be noted that Dingle [2, Chapters 13 and 24] also used inverse factorial series for 
expanding the late coefficients of asymptotic series. However, he did not consider the 
present problem (except in the special case mentioned in §1); furthermore, his analyses 
are of a formal character. 

As in §2, our derivation of the new expansions for anji and an^ is based directly on 
the recurrence relations satisfied by these coefficients and we employ only elementary 
analysis. An alternative, and somewhat shorter, proof based on some new integral 
representations for an)i and an,2 will be found in [5]. An advantage of the present 
approach is that it is applicable* to more general recurrence relations for which an 
integral representation of the solution may be unavailable. 

4. Main result 

Theorem 4.1, Let J be an arbitrary nonnegative fixed integer.  Then as n —> 00 

1 
ttn,l = 

0"ri,2 — 

(Ai - Aa)* 

1 

(Aa-Ai)" 

J-I 
Ai ]C a^2(Ai - A2)Jr(n -h^-fJ'i- j) 

■     3=0 

+ 0{r(n + /x2-/x1-J)} 
(4.1) 

J-I 
A2 Yl ai.i(A2 - Ai)-7r(n + 111-/12- j) 

j=0 

-+0{T{n-]-fil-fi2-J)} 
(4.2) 

where Ai and A2 are constants. 

This theorem is proved in the next two sections. At this stage we make the following 
observations: 

(i) Actual values of the constants Ai and A2 are not derived in the present paper 
for the general case.3 However, in [5] it is shown that 

Ai = -iefa-rt^d/pir),    A2 = iC2/(27r), 

3In [5] it is assumed that (3.1) has been normalized in such a way that A2 — Ai  = 1.   This 
normalization is not assumed in the formulas given here. 
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where Ci, C2 are the coefficients in the connection formulas 

w1(z) = e^w^ze-2™) + C1w2(z\ 

W2(z) = e-2^^w2{ze2^) + C2V)i{z). 

See also [1], [3]. 
(ii) As in the case of (1.3), the expansions (4.1) and (4.2) are generalized asymp- 

totic expansions. Numerically their character resembles that of ordinary Poincare 
expansions, since the successive Gamma functions decrease asymptotically by a factor 
n. 

5. Proof of Theorem 4.1: The first approximation 

Our objective in this section is to prove that 

an,i = (Ai - A2)-
nr(n + fi2 - Ml){Ai + ©(n"1)} (5.1) 

as n —> 00. This result is a special case of known results; see, for example, [4]. However, 
for the sake of completeness and simplicity, we furnish a direct and elementary proof. 

The underlying idea of the proof is as follows. In the recurrence relation (3.8), the 
first term on the right-hand side and the term in the sum for s = 1 can be combined. 
In this way we obtain 

(Ai - A2)nan)i = [n - 1 - ci)(n - 1 - C2)an_i,i 
n 

+ X}{Al^s+1 + #s+1 ~ (n ~ S ~~ fJ'l)fs}0"n-s,l,      (5.2) 
5 = 2 

again valid when n > I.4 Here ci, C2 are constants that satisfy 

ci H- C2 = 2fii + fi - 1,    C1C2 = niini -h /1 - 1) + A1/2 + 92- (5.3) 

We note that, in passing, 

Mi + jU2 = -fi (5.4) 

(cf. (3.5)); in consequence, the first of (5.3) is equivalent to 

ci + C2 = Mi - M2 - 1. (5.5) 

If we neglect the sum on the right-hand side of (5.2), we obtain 

(Ai - A2)nan>i = (n - 1 - ci)(n - 1 - C2)an_i,i. 

Since ao,i = 1, this recurrence relation has the exact solution 

1 rin-cQrin-tz) ,_, 

In consequence of (5.5) and Stirling's formula, the right-hand sides of (5.1) and (5.6) 
share the same asymptotic form; more precisely 

r(n-ci)r(n-C2)      r(re + /j2-/ii)M  , ^,-1^     „_^ /r-x 
(Ax-AaJ-n!      =     (Ax-Aa)-    {1 + 0(n   )}'    " ^ ^ ^ 

4 As usual, empty sums are interpreted as zero. 
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Thus our essential object in this section is to show that the sum in (5.2) can be treated 
as a perturbation, whose effect is absorbable in the error term O^-1) in (5.1). 

Since the series (3.2) are assumed to converge in a neighborhood of z — oo, there 
exist constants F and p such that 

\U\<Fp\    \gs\<Fp\ (5.8) 

for all 5. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that p > 1. From these inequali- 
ties, it follows that for all positive values of the integer n and all s such that 1 < s < n, 
we have 

|Aijk+i + p5+i - (n - 5 - /xi)/5| < G{n + p)ps', (5.9) 

where G is another assignable constant. 
Let 71 = Re ci, 72 = Re C2, and take AT to be a fixed positive integer that satisfies 

all of the following inequalities: 

N>11     N>12      P[Ai-A2|(iV + l)<l 

and 

N> \/(l+7i)(l+72)-l        when        (1 + 7i)(l + 72) > 0. (5.11) 

(Obviously such an integer always exists.) When n > N, we substitute into (5.2) by 
means of the equation 

r(n-ci)r(n-C2) ,__ 
^ =      (A.-A.)^!     a- (5-12) 

This leads to the following recurrence relation for the quantities an: 

n-N 
an = an-i + ^ /is(Ti)Q;n_5 + K(n),    n > N -h 1, (5.13) 

5=2 

in which 

and 

hs(n' := 7 ^ v o ^ 7 \  (n - 1 — ci){n — 2 — ci)'-'(n — s — Ci) 

(n-l)(n-2)---(n-a + l) 
(n - 1 - C2)(ri - 2 - C2) • • • (n - s - C2)' 

(Ai-A2r-1(^-1)! 

(5.14) 

K(n) = 
r(n-ci)r(n-C2) 

In consequence of (5.9) and (5.10), we have 

\ha(n)\<H3(n),    2<s<n-N, (5.16) 
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where 

(n - 1 - 7i)(n - 2 - 71) • • • (n - 5 - 71) 

(n - l)(n - 2) • • • (n - s + 1) 
(5.17) 

(n-1- 72)(7i - 2 - 72) • • • (n - 5 - 72)' 

We now introduce a majorizing sequence {f3n} for {an}, defined by 

(3N = max(\aN\,l) (5.18) 

and 

n-N 

Pn = Pn-1 + 51 Hs{n)pn-s + \K(n)\,     71 > N + 1. (5.19) 
s=2 

Obviously 

l^nl < i8n,    7i > W. (5.20) 

The next step is to prove that /3n tends to a limit as n —> oo. Suppose now that 
n > iV + 3. From the definition (5.17), we have 

%#=, ^-Xfn-S\        2<5<n-iV-l. 
JErs(n)        (n - 5 - 1 - 7i)(n - 5 - 1 - 72) 

Let 

^) = 7 ^ J? 1 T.    ^ > ^ + 1. 

Then 
^(i/) (l+7i)(l+72)-^ 
^(1/)      iy(u - 1 - 71)(i/ - 1 - 72)' 

In consequence of the assumed conditions (5.10), (5.11), we see that $'(1/) < 0 when 
v > N -f 1. Thus as 5 increases the sequence of ratios {Hs+i(n)/Hs(n)} is nonde- 
creasing; accordingly 

Hs+1(n)        Hn.N{n)        p|Ai - Aa|(jy +1)      1 . 
Hs{n)   - tfn-iv-i(n)      (iV-7i)(^-72) -2' l'    ; 

cf. again (5.10). Hence 

Hs(n) < 22-sH2{n),    2<s<n-N. (5.22) 

From (5.19), it is obvious that the sequence f!}N,0N+ii0N+2,-' is increasing. With 
the aid of (5.18), (5.19), and (5.22) we derive 

i9n = /3n-1(l+fln), 

where 

Pnl < E ^(») + ^^ ^ 2^(n) + |tf (n)|. 
^=2 Pn-1 
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From (5.17) with s = 2, we see that J^W = 0(^~2) as n -> oo. Further- 
more, since the only unknown coefficients that appear in the sum in (5.15) are 
Go,i,aM, • • • iaN-i,i, it follows from Stirling's approximation and (5.9) that 

mn)\ = It'^Oil),    »-,oo. (5.23) n-7i-72-(3/2) 

Thus 0n = 0(n~2). In consequence, the infinite product 

oo 

n (i+*») 
n=iV+l 

converges, and so 0n tends to a finite limit /?, say, as n ^ oo. 
Finally, from (5.13), (5.16), (5.20), and (5.22), we see that 

n-N . 

|a» -on-il < 13 J2 ^Hiin) + \K(n)\ = o(^), (5.24) 
5=2 

as before. Hence an approaches a finite limit Ai, say; furthermore 

an = Ai -f ©(n"1),    n -> oo. (5.25) 

In combination with (5.12) and (5.7), this establishes (5.1). 

6. Proof of Theorem 4.1: Higher approximations 

We now propose to extend the asymptotic approximation (5.1) into the desired asymp- 
totic expansion (4.1). We first observe from (5.14) that in the relation (5.13), the 
functions hs(n) can be expanded in convergent series of the form 

ns £-j   nj 
3=0 

when n is large; the coefficients hjyS depend on /5,/s+i,#s+i, Ai, A2,^i,ci, and C2. 
Assume that n > N + 3. Then we have 

Y^ ha(n)an-a + K(n)  < if^ 23"5ff3(n) + \K(n)\ = o(^); 
5 = 3 5=3 

cf. (5.16), (5.17) (with s = 3), (5.21) and (5.23). Hence from (5.13) we have 

an - an_i - h2(n)an-2 + o(^) = -^-1 + 0{^3)^ 

cf. (5.25) and (6.1) (with 5 = 2). Accordingly, from the expansion 

oo 

an = Ai + Y^(as " a5+1)' 
5 = 71 

we derive 
A ^0,2Ai / 1 \ 

Q:n = Ai ! + C
)
(T)>    ^->OO. 
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Continuing the resubstitutions, we easily see that 

oo 
EUj 

3=0 

where the coefficients Uj are constants that depend on Ai, the coefficients in the 
expansions (3.2) for f(z) and g(z)) and the Bernoulli numbers.5 

In consequence, from (5.12) we have 

rfn — ci)r(n — C2) v-> Uj a^~      (Ax-^Wl     g^'    ^^ (6-2) 

In turn, this expansion may be rearranged in the form 

1 ^ 
anA~T\ r^:^2voT(n + ^-^ -i)'    n^oo, (6.3) (A1-A2J   j=0 

where ^o,^i,^2? • •■• comprise another sequence of constants; cf. again (5.7). 
In (6.3) it is clear that ^o = UQ = Ai. We shall find 1/1,1/2,... by substituting into 

(3.8) by means of (6.3) and equating coefficients. We first need to overcome a difficulty 
stemming from the fact that the number of terms in the sum in (3.8) increases with 
n. This is achieved by truncating the sum at a fixed number of terms and estimating 
the remainder, as follows: 

Lemma 6.1. If M is any fixed nonnegative integer, then as n —» 00 

n 

^   {Ai/5+i + gs+i-(n - s - /xi)/5}an_5ji 
s=M+l 

= 0|r(„;?:C)-M)} (M) 

Proof. Define MQ to be the least nonnegative integer such that 

Re(Mo + M2 - Pi) > 0 and \MQ + ^ - /xi| > 2p|Ai - A2I, (6.5) 

where p is defined as in (5.8). From (5.1) it follows that 

Kil < ^l(Ai - ^)~sV{s + 112- Mi)l,    * > Mo, (6.6) 

where A is assignable independently of s. 
From (5.9) and (6.6), we derive 

|{Ai/5+i + gs+i -(n-s- Mi)/Jan-s,il < Ks(n),    1 < s < n - MQ, 

where 
K8{n) = AG{n + p)^^ - A2)

s-nr(n - s + W - w)|- 
When 1 < 5 < n — MQ - 1, we have 

g^+iW = p[Ai - A2I <     p\Xi -A2I     < 1# 

jR:s(7i)        |n-s + /X2 -01 -1| ~ IAfo+02 -^il " 2' 

5Compare [6], p. 292, Example 3.2. 
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cf. (6.5). Hence 

n-Mo n-Mo 

^2   |{Ai/H-i+ff.+i-(n-*-w)/.K-«.i|<    E   2M+1-aKM+i(n) 
s=M+l 5=M+1 

< 2KM+i(n) 

-A T(n + fi2-iJ,i-M) 

(Ai - A2)« 
(6.7) 

In the remaining part of the sum in (6.4), the only a's that appear are ao,i, ai,!, ... , 
aMo-i,i- With the aid, again, of (5.9), we see that 

53      |{Ai/5+i+^+i - (n - s - /xiXf5}an_5,i| 
5=n—MQ+I 

(cf. also (5.15) and (5.23).) Combination of (6.7) and (6.8) completes the proof of the 
lemma. 

To continue the preparation of (3.8) for substitution by means of (6.3), we rearrange 
the coefficients as descending factorials (as in §2). Thus we set 

n    =    (n + tL2-lJ>i-j) + (Mi - M2 + j), 

(n - /xi)(n - 1 - fii)    =    (n + //2 - Mi - j)(n + fa - Vi - 3 - I) 

-f 2(j - ii2)(n + {12-1*1-3-1) 

+ faifa- 1) + (l-2jU2)j+ j2, 

and 

Ai/5+i+^+i-(n-5-^i)/5 = -/5(n + ^2-Mi-J-5) + (M2-i)/5 + Ai/5+i+^+i. 

We then find that 

(Ai - A2)n"1{(Ai - A2)nan,i - (ra - //i)(n - 1 - //i)an_i,i} 
CX) 

~   S^1 + ^ ~ tiVJT(n + ll2- Vl- j) 

oo 

- 51W*2 - 1) + (1 - 2M2W + f}vjT(n + H2-H1-J- 1), 
,-=o (6.9) 

and 
M 

(Ai - A2)n~1 ^i^/^+i + ^+i - (n " S " Mi)/Jan-5,i 
s=l 

M oo 

-   - £ /5(Ai - As)5"1 J] VjYin + P2-I11-J-S + 1) 
5=1 J=0 

M 00 

+ 53(Al ~ A2)S'1 X^2 ~ ^^ + ^1^+! + 9S+1 }V3T(n + M2 - Ml - j - 5). 
s=l j=0 (6.10) 
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Bearing in mind Lemma 6.1, we may equate coefficients in the right members in (6.9) 
and (6.10) up to (but excluding) the terms in r(n + H2 — /J>i — M). From the leading 
terms, we derive 

(A*i +/X2H = -fivo, 

in agreement with (5.4). 
Next, on equating coefficients of r(n + ^2 — Mi ~ m)5 w^h 1 <m < M — l,we have 

(Mi + M2 - m)vm - {M2(M2 - 1) + (1 - 2fjt>2)(m - 1) + (m - ifjvm^ 
m+l 

5=1 

"i"X^{(/Z2 -m + 5)/s + Al/s+l +^+l}(Ai - A2)S   ^m-a- 
5=1 

Upon rearrangement and use once again of (5.4), the last equation reduces to 

-mvm =(m - fJL2)(m - 1 - fl2)Vm-l 
m 

+ X){A2/a+i + P5+1 - (m - 5 - /X2)/5}(Ai - A2)5~1'ym_5. 
5 = 1 

From (3.9) it is easily verified that this is exactly the same as the recurrence relation 
satisfied by (Ai — A2)mam)2- And since ao,2 = 1? we conclude that 

Vm = (Ai - A2)mam,2'yo. 

This result has been derived on the assumption that m < M — 1, but since M is 
arbitrary it becomes valid for all m. Substituting this result into (6.3), and recalling 
that ^o = Ai, we derive the required result (4.1). 

The companion result (4.2) is proved in a similar manner, or we can appeal to 
symmetry. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 

7.  Summary 

In §§1 and 2, we discussed the problem of constructing asymptotic expansions for a 
ratio of Gamma functions, and gave a new proof of the expansion 

r(n + a)r(n + b) ^ g        (1 - q),(l - b),        + a + ^    _ ■ 
r(n + i) ^ jl 

as n —» 00 in | phn| < TT — 6 (< TT). 

In §§3 to 6, we used a similar method of proof to obtain new asymptotic expansions, 
again in series of inverse factorials, for the coefficients in asymptotic series solutions 
of homogeneous linear differential equations of the second order in the neighborhood 
of an irregular singularity of rank one. The results are summarized by Theorem 4.1. 

It is easily verified that if Theorem 4.1 is applied to the following form of the 
confluent hypergeometric differential equation: 

d2w     /a — b+l     Adw     a    _n 

dz2      V       z / dz      z 

then the expansion (7.1) results. Thus (7.1) may be regarded as a special case of 
Theorem 4.1.   Apart from obvious analytical and computational interests, the new 
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expansions are of importance in the general theory of exponentially-improved asymp- 
totic solutions of ordinary linear differential equations [5], just as the expansion (7.1) 
arises in the corresponding theory for the confluent hypergeometric equation [7], [9]. 

Acknowledgement. The writer is indebted to A. D. Wood for improvements in the 
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